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HUMAN EVOLUTION WHAT MAKES HUMANS HUMAN. OCT. 18 2012 9:09 AM


Lascaux’s Picassos
What prehistoric art tells us about the evolution of the human brain.


By Katy Waldman


Everyone answers the question “What makes humans


human?” in her own way, but if you were ever a liberal arts


student, you might have to resist the urge to roll your eyes and


reply, “The humanities.” Maybe you’d get more speci!c, quoting


the critic Haldane McFall: "That man who is without the arts is


little above the beasts of the !eld."


OK, so you’d be pretty pretentious, but would you be wrong?


Not really. Paleontologists tend to link the development of


modern human cognition to the rise of our ability to express


ourselves as artists and historians through cave painting,


sculptures, and other prehistoric art. Representing the world in


symbols may have heralded the beginnings of language.


Creating paint from charcoal, iron-rich ochre, crumbled animal


bones, and urine meant understanding how materials could


combine to form substances with new properties. Storing the paint—perhaps in an abalone shell that would be discovered 100,000 years later in a


cavern on the South African coast—required innovation and planning ahead.


Since at least the 1970s, the question of when we !rst acquired our humanness has been tangled up in discoveries about when we began making art.


Richard Klein at Stanford used carvings such as the 30,000-year-old Lion Man of Hohlenstein Stadel to substantiate his theory that a genetic mutation


caused a sudden mental "owering in our ancestors 40,000 years ago. (Homo sapiens have been around for 200,000 years, but apparently they spent


much of that time twiddling their opposable thumbs.) Yet in 1991, the excavation of 77,000-year-old beads and engraved shards of red ochre in South


Africa upended Klein’s hypothesis. It suggested that symbolic thinking had emerged much earlier than anyone had thought—maybe even at the same


time that our modern bodies evolved. The notion of a game-changing genetic mutation fell out of fashion as older and older artifacts were uncovered.


By 2012, Curtis Marean, a paleoanthropologist at Arizona State University, was voicing conventional wisdom when he told Smithsonian’s Erin Wayman:


“It always made sense that the origins of modern human behavior, the full assembly of modern uniqueness, had to occur at the origin point of the


lineage.”


It seems likely that our brains have been equipped for abstraction for as long as we have been human. But how does prehistoric art help us understand


this capacity—which today asserts itself everywhere from the walls of MoMA to the icons on our smartphones? The images in the Lascaux, Nerja, and


Chauvet caverns look far from hyperrealistic. One simple explanation holds that our ancestors didn’t have the time or skill to render horses and cattle


exactly as they appeared. Yet researchers in neuroaesthetics are beginning to wonder whether the abstraction in Paleolithic art actually mirrors the way


our minds process the world.


A leading proponent of this theory is V.S. Ramachandran, director of the Center for Brain and Cognition at UC-San Diego and author of The Tell-Tale


Brain: A Neuroscientist’s Quest for What Makes Us Human. Ramachandran outlined 10 aesthetic principles that interest or delight the neurons in our


visual cortex. One of them, peak shift, describes the way “we !nd deliberate distortions of a stimulus even more exciting than the stimulus itself.” Peak


shift was !rst discovered by the scientist Niko Tinbergen in the 1950s. Noting that seagull chicks tapped at the beaks of their mothers in order to be fed


regurgitated !sh, Tinbergen sought to isolate what it was about the beaks that provoked this response. He presented baby herring gulls with fake beaks


—painted wooden sticks with single red dots at the ends, like the red dot at the end of an adult gull’s beak. The chicks pecked eagerly. Next, he showed
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the chicks the same sticks, except with three red dots instead of one. The chicks pecked even faster. The experiment revealed that the baby gulls had an


exaggerated response to stimuli that were also exaggerated. Tinbergen named this e#ect “peak shift” (because all the peak pecking happened after the


stimulus was shifted).


Ramachandran’s insight lay in connecting the chicks’ feverish tapping to the way early humans portrayed the world around them. If our ancestors were


also hardwired to respond more intensely to magni!ed stimuli, then it would make sense for that preference to !nd its way into their art. Sure enough,


cave paintings from Spain to Australia emphasize the most salient parts of the animals they represent: Bison are blooms of meat on tiny legs,


rhinoceroses sprout enormous horns, bears are fat but powerfully jawed. And human forms received the same essentializing treatment. Take the


Venus of Willendorf, an 11-cm-high carving discovered in Austria in 1908. Her pendulous breasts, swollen stomach, and prominent genitalia capture


what it meant to be female 25,000 years ago. She has no arms or facial features, but she doesn’t need them to convey fertility. An even more ancient


statue, the Venus of Hohle Fels, barely has limbs or a head: Her message—sex, procreation, and abundance—comes across in broad hips and a carefully


carved pelvic girdle.   


Anthropologists still debate the purpose of these !gurines. Were they religious talismans, art objects, children’s toys, or even prehistoric porn? A team of


researchers at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand suggests that voluptuous statues “symbolized the hope for a well-nourished


community.” Translating this into neuroscienti!c terms, Ramachandran speculates that our early ancestors were primed to respond to signs of health


and successful reproduction. They lived toward the end of the last Ice Age, facing grim winters and a scarce food supply. It’s not surprising that the sight


of a corpulent or pregnant woman would have caused their brains to light up with pleasure and attention.


In an article on peak shift in Psychology Today, Jonah Lehrer describes a study in which subjects could more readily identify famous !gures like Richard


Nixon by cartoon caricatures than by photographs. The part of the brain recruited for facial recognition, called the fusiform gyrus, excels at


interpreting the qualities that distinguish one object from another, to the point where it favors slightly warped representations of reality. Lehrer linked


the Nixon experiment to the visionary distortions of Picasso, whose portrait of Gertrude Stein “intensi!es reality” through a process of careful


abstraction. “Art is the lie that reveals the truth,” Lehrer wrote, quoting the cubist master.
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